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Abstract-Integrator and differentator functions
implemented from current controlled conveyors and
operating either in voltage mode or in current mode will
be analyzed in this paper. Various compensation
methods will be investigoted end the frequency response
for compensated and uncompensated functions will be
compared.

I.INTRODUCTION

Since they were introduced in 1970 [], the second
generation current conveyors (CCII) have led to a great .
number of applications in analog electronics and signal
processing circuits [2,3]. Recently, taking advantage of the
current controlled resistance R* that arises from the
translinear input cell of the CCIIs, the current controlled
conveyors (CCCU) were introduced [4]. This give to the
current conveyors high versatilit5r and allow curent
conveyor applications to be extended to the domain of
electronically adjustable functjons.
Integrators and differentiators functions that are basic
building blocks in analog electronics [5] can be directly
implemented from confiolled conveyors. In addition these
implementations do not necessitate feedback. In this paper
the basic implementations for voltage mode and cunent
mode integrators and differentiators will be analyzed firstly.
Then, the various compensation methods will be
investigated and the frequency responses with compensated
and uncompensated implementations will be compared.
All simulated characteristics have been determined from
SPICE simulation using the MOS transistors of AMS
0.8pm CMOS fabrication process [6].

II. SECOND GENERATION CURRENT
CONTROLLED COIYVEYOR

II.l De/inition of the ideal CCII
The ideal second generation current conveyor given in
Fig.l(a) can be described by the matrix-relation written as
14,91:

0

0
+ l

In this expression, the current transfer iy'i1 is equal to +l
for a positive current transfer conveyor (CCU+) and equal
to -l for a negative transfer conveyor (CCII-). The input
impedances for the ideal CCII are respectively infinite on
port Y and null on port X. The port Z, that is equivalent to a
current generator, poss€sses in consequence an infinite
impedance.

II.2 CMOS cutent controlled implemenatation
The schematic implementation of the CMOS second
generation current conholled conveyor with a positive
transfer from X to Z (CCCII+) is shown in Fig.l(b) [a,7].
All transistors of this class AB configuration operate in
strong inversion [7,8]. The circuit uses a mixed translinear
loop consisting of rwo NMOS (Ml, M2) and two PMOS
(M3, M4) transistors. The two current mirrors (M9, MlO
and Ml I to Ml3) allow the mixed loop to be dc biased by
the control current Is5. Assuming a low magnitude for the
input current ix(t) (ie. lix(t)l << Iss), the mixed loop forces
the drain currents of transistors Ml, M2, M3 and M4 to be
equal to 155 [4]. This consequently gives V{t) = Vy(t). The
current at X is mirrored to port Z by the two
complementary output mirrors (M5, M6) and (M7, M8),
hence i1(t) : iz(t). A current confiolled conveyor with
negative current transfer (CCCil-) is also obtained easily,
by adding two cross-coupled current mirrors to the
implementation above, in order to reverse the sign of
current iz(t) [4,9].

II.3 The real convqtor and its parasitic elements
Generally the CCCII is described by the matix-relationship
shown in equation (l). But it really exhibis other parasitic
impedances [2]. Indeed, between respectively each port X,
Y, Z urd the ground, the circuit exhibits a parallel
equivalent parasitic impedance. Rx is the output resistance
ofthe equivalent Thevenin generator seen fiom port X. In
addition, the voltage hansfer between Y and X noted p(s)
and the current transfer between X and Z noted a(s) exhibit
dc gain values that deviate fiom unity as well as frnite -3dB
bandwidths. These transfers are generally described by the
following first order functions:
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Fig.2 shows the general equivalent circuit that will be used

to represent the behavior of the real translinear conveyors'
The controlled conveyor is represented by dotted lines. It
contains an ideal CCCII defined by the relation (t). The
real matrix equation between the input/output ports then
becomes:

In this way, Table 1 gives the main characteristics of the
CMOS CCCIL The different simulations were obtained

with SPICE simulator using the MOS transistors of AMS

0.8pm CMOS fabrication Process for a bias current

Iss=100FA and t 3-3V suPPlies.

Fig.l: The translinear CMOS CCCII+.
(a) Electrical symbol.
(b) Schematic implementation.

Itr. INTEGRATOR FI]NCTIONS

III.I Ideal integrator
Both, voltage-mode and current-mode integrator functions
will be analyzs.d in this section. Their real transfer
characteristics, obtained from simulations with the

Rx

'(')

oo = 1.02

0o = 0.992

Rv = 168.6 KA

&= 136.9 Ka

R* = 928Q

Rrx = 102MO

.3dB bandwidth for s:344MHz

-3dB bandwidth for P: 456 MHz

Cv = 0'5PF

C. = 0.O7PF

C76 = 46gnP

Input offset a.rnent at Y

Output offset voltage at X

Output offset cunerLt atZ

I*6 = 1.21UA

Y,"u = 795pV

I-n = -1.33FA

TableL: AC and DC characteristics of the CMOS CCCII,
Io = 100u.4 + 3.3V suPPlies.

conditions above, will be comparcd to the ideal ones that

would be obtained with an ideal conveyor. An ideal

integrator function, F(s)-/ts, is characterized by an

infinite low ftequency gain, a -90'phase shift, and a -

6dBioctave gain variation. Its time constant is a = R x C '

and the unity gain frequency for is r. ={t (see for

example Fig.4).

III.2 Voltage mde integrator
Fig.3 shows the voltage mode integrator implemented from

+voo the CCCTI+. In this circuit a voltage current conversion is
achieved from the intrinsic resistance R1. This conversion
ratio is adjustable from I*, which allows to adjust the value

of the tirne constant of the integrator. This circuit exhibits a
high input impedance at Y. To Preserve the right operating,
the output voltage must be taken out at high impedance
using an additional voltage buffer for example.
When all the parasitic elements of the conveyor are taken

into account, the transfer function of the circuit in Fig.3 is:

(s)
1 +  R " ( C  +  C r ) s

-vrs Where 6,, = Rr/R* , is the low frequency gain of the real

integrator. cro/(L+s/or,), that results from the output

current mirrors gives the value of the high cut off ftequency

f , =lf 2n6" . The last term in equation(5), results from

the parasitic elements atportZ of the CCCU and gives the

4 z

t
luo'
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ideal CCCI
Voltage follower Current follower

Vx(t)

Fig.2: The CMOS CCCII with its parasitic elements.

Vm(t)

Fig.3: Voltage mode integrator using the CCCII+.

TableZ: Variation of the dc gain and the high cut off
frequency of the voltage mode integrator as a function of

the bias current \.

low cut off frequenry \ -lZr R"(C + C,). The unity

gain frequency {o is 1o = !2nR*(C + Cr) -

The ftequency response of the integrator in Fig.3
obtained from simulations for Io = 100pA and C = 3pF,
is given in Fig.4. The frequency response of the
corresponding ideal integrator has also been indicated in
this figure.
From these figures we can see that the right integration
domain for the circuit above (G3pR k = 100pA),
assuming a phase tolerance of t 10o is zMltz -

36.5MH2. Fig.5 shows the variation of f" and fo, with C
= 3pF, as a function of the bias curent Io of the
conveyor. This also confirms that the time constant of
the integrator 1-lf 2 nfo is easily adjustable by varying

I*. Table 2 gives the corresponding values of Go and f"
for various values of I*. We can see that as I* increases,
Go decreases meanwbile the high cut off frequency
rncreases.

III.3 Current mode integrator
The current mode integrator function, using a CCCII+, is
shown in Fig.6. This act in a similar way as the voltage
mode implementation above. As the output current lour is
available here at high impedance on port Z the circuit
can directly drive without any buffer, the following
stage. Note that, when this circuit is used alone, the input
translinear loop of the conveyor can displays some
biasing problems. These are due to the input offset
curent Iyoff at Y, that results from the difference existing
between the drain curents of M1 and M3. Indee4 this
offset current tends to generate a high DC input voltage,
through the parasitic input resistance R.',. With a high'DC
voltage at Y, the input translinear loop does not operate
conectly inducing weak inversion for some transistors,
To remedy this we can either use a DC current sourc€ to
sink Iyo6 or a lower resistance R* in shunt with C.

45

43.3

4t.4

39.6
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Nevertheless, using R* leads to some disadvantages like
decrease in Go and increase in f".
When the parasitic elements of the CCCII+ are taken into
account the transfer function of the circuit in Fig.6 is:

nfsl - Ior-fst - - R' oo, (6)
In " R* 1+ s/or" 1 + R,(C + C,)s

This is similar to equation (5), with Go - - R,/R* ,

tB -v2r  R"(C + C' )  andlo -  {2r  R*(C + C,) .
The frequency response of this integrator, with the same
conditions as above (C=3pF, I.=lfi)FA) is shown in
Fig.7. Assuming a i 10o phase tolerance, between ideal
and simulated phase response of the integrator, the right
integration domain is 2MIIZ - 19MIIZ.

This frequency domain is less than the one of the voltage
mode integrator. Table 3 gives for this circuit the
variations of tbe characteristic parameters Go, $, f" and
f" for various values of the bias current.

rY. DITTEREI{TATOR FTJNCTIONS

IV. 1 I de a I differentiator
The differentiator functions operating successively in
voltage mode and in current mode will be analyzed in
this part. For an ideal differentiator, the tansfer function
b  c ( . ) - " r '
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Fig.4: Frequency response of the voltage mode integator for C=3pF, L =1@pA r3.3V supplies.
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Fig.5: Variation of f" and $ as a function of Io, for the V-
mode integrator, C=3pF, r 3.3V supplies.

Fig.6: Current mode integrator using the CCCII+.

(is, dlt tB' Ktlz rO' rvrlz

50

100

200

300

ou.6

59.3

52

46.41

40

+u.o

94.4

2tr
522

1200

70

77.8

103

110

200

223

259

283

Table3: Variation of Go, f", fo, f" of the current mode
integrator as a function of the bias current L.

This is characterized by a low frequency gain equal lozsro,
a time constant r - R* C, a constant phase shift equal to
90' and a unity gain frequency ,. -!r.

IV.2 Volnge mode differentiator
Fig.8(a) shows the schematic implementation for the
voltage mode differentiator using a CCCII+.

Fcqrccl, Hz

Fig.7: Frequency response of the current mode integrator
for C=3pF, L=100pA and t 3.3V supplies.

For this implementation, it is necessary that the load
resistance R must be lower than the output parasitic
resistance Rr. Also
note that the output voltage must be taken at high
impedance using a voltage buffer if necessary.
Fig.8@) represents the impedance on port X of the
conveyor that appears between its intrinsic node X' and
ground (see also Fig.l(b) and Fig2). It comprises the
parasitic impedances plus the connected capacitor C. All
this elements must be considercd to understand the
frequency response of the two differentiator
implementations. From Fig.8(b), we can see that the circuit
will be equivalent to R,. at very low frequency, when f <<
fa - U2nR,,* (C+C,,x). For f >>fB it is equivalent to

R *  + { ( ( C + C , , * ) s ) .
Now, taking the parasitic elements of the conveyor into
account and assuming R<<Rr, it follows that the transfer
function of the circuit in Fig.8(a), for f >> f, is:

R C s

l m M

(1+ Rc, s)(t + n-(c +c,,*)s)
(7)
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From Fig.8(a) and Fig.8(b), we catr see that the low

frequency gain of the differentiator for f<<f" is given by Go
= R / Rrx and the low cut off is fs.
From equation(7) we can see that the high cut off frequency

f" is fH -yzr R,,* (C+ c,,*) . This equation also

hdicates that the unity gain frequency is

f"=V2rR(C+C,,*) '  This frequency that only depends

on the value of the load resistance R and the capacitor (C +

C,r), can not be varied on the circuit in Fig.8(a). In order to

vary fo electronically, R must be replaced by a controlled

conveyor on series with a resistor. Fig.8(c) shows this

practical implementation were fo is varied by means of I*.

Note that output Z of the seoond CCCII that must be

grounded is not used in this Figure. The design of this

CCCII can considerably be reduced to implement port Y

and port X only. It must also be noted that one of the most

important disadvantages of this differentiator

implementation comes from the very high value of C,o.
Indeed, in the case of an integrated circuit implementation

the value of f", fo and f" appears to be only dependent on

C,6, due to the low values available for C (only a few pF)'

Fiom the analysis above, we can see that the practical

frequency range for differentiator is f" - fr. This range, that

principally depends on R76, C,o and R* of the first

conveyor may be optimized by varying lot.

Fig.9 shows the frequency resPonse of the differentiator in

Fig.8(a) obtained from simulations for kl 
- 100p4 R -

10Kfl, and C = 3pF. It has also been verified that for C
=15pF the frequency resPonse is unvaried. For comparison

purpose the frequency response of the conesponding ideal

differentiator has also been added. With a s 10' phase shift

tolerance, the right domain for differentiator is 6KIIz -

6.lMllz. In a same way, Fig.10 shows the frequency

response obtained with the circuit in Fig.8(c) with tr =

100FA" Ioz = 10OpA and C = 3pF, for various values of R"

Table 4 gives for R' = 10KQ, the characteristic parameters

of the circuit for various values of the bias current Io2. This

demonstrates that Io2 allows to vary f6 with practically no

influence on the differentiation ftequency domain'

v*(r)

(c)

Fig.8: Voltage mode differentiator using the CCCII+.
(a) Equivalent circuit'

@) Effective impedance on Port X of the conveyor.
(c) Practical adjustable implementation.

rs, tlz to, MtLz

50

100

200

300

L V t Z

1092

1081

1087

1087

.+.o

5

5-2

5.3

5.4

188

t92

193

t94

Table4: Variation of fs, f., fr of the voltage mode

differentiator as a function of the bias current I5s2,

for R' = 10KCl.

W.3 Current mode differentittor

Fig.ll shows the theoretical implementation to be used to

realize the current mode differentiator. Here, the input

I-V conversion resistor R must be lower than the input

parasitic resistance R".
For this circuit, the effective impcdance on Port X of the

conveyor is identical to the one in Fig.8(c). It follows that

the low cut off frequency f" has the same value as above

f."- l2nR,,* (C+C,,*) '  The transfer function of the

circuit in Fig.ll, for f >> f" and assuming R<<Rt is

R C s

cccll+
y ( l ) z

x

(+ RC, s)(r  *  n* (c +c,,*)s)
(E)
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-t(- Real diffcrentiatdr

t-Ideal diffcrentiator
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Fig.9: Frequency response of the voltage mode differentiator for C=3pF, Lr=I*e =l00F.A and I 3.3V supplies.
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Fig.10: Frequency respotrse of the voltage mode differentiator for various values of R'.
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Fig.ll: Current mode differentiator using the CCCII+.

Then, it follows that, the characteristics parameters of this
differentiator are the same as above:
Go=R/Rrx ,  fo=UZrR(C+C, , * )  and

f 
" 

=Y2n R,,* (C + C,,*) ' Also note the strong

dependence of f", fo and fH to C/r(.
Fig.12 shows the frequency response of the differentiator in
Fig.ll obtained from simulation for Io, = 100pd R =

l0KQ and C = 3pF. It follows that assuming * 10' phase
shift tolerance, the right differentiator domain is 4.9KHz -

4MHz.
As indicated above, R must be replaced by a controlled
conveyor in series with a resistor R', to glectronically adjust
fo. Al* note that the variation domain of {o will be lower
for the l-mode differentiator for a same bias current. Fig.12
shows the frequency response of the current mode
differentiator for C = 3pF, L 

- lfi)pA and t 3.3V supplies.

V. VARIOUS COMPENSATION METHODS

V. 1 G eneral considerations
As shown on the sections above, the limitations for the
integrator and differentiator circuits do not result from the
same origin. For the integrator implementation, the
restrictions that appear at low and very high frequencies
(see Fig.4 and Fig.7) can be pushed back using
compensation circuits. Indeed, at low, frequencies the
limitations for f < f" result fronr" the finite gain value Go.
This value can be increased by artificially increasing either
the value of the parasitic output resistance Rr (V-mode,
Fig.3) or the value of Rt (I-mode, Fig.11). For example, a

negative compensation resistance &"*, ."ith 
ln*rl t nr.,

allows this increase. The restrictions on the high frequency
domain of the integrators circuits, principally result from
the high frequency corner f* of the outPut current mirrors of
the CCCII+. To artificially increase fr, it is possible to
locate a compensation zero at f" [11].
For the differentiator implementations, it has been shown
that two controlled conveyors are necessary to obtain
functions with adjustable time constant. The first one
implements the differentiator function and the second one
the adjustable resistor R (Fig.8(c)). With these
differentiators, the high cut off frequency f" results
principally from the high value of the parasitic series

resistance R* of the first conveyor. To increase fr, it is
possible to decrease R* by using an appropriate design of

l K  1 0 K  l m K  l M  1 0 M  1 m M  1 C
Freqwy, tlz

1 0 K  l m K l M  I O M  T M M  l G
Frcqucnqy, llz

Fig.L2: Frequency response ofthe current mode
differentiator for C=3pF, I*doz=100U.A and * 3.3V

the CCCII+ [12]. Nevertheless, to decrease the low cut off
frequency fr, that principally depends on the shunt parasitic
resistance on X of the first conveyor R7p1, appears to be
more difficult. lndeed, we can only act on the bias current
of this conveyor to increase R ,..

V.2 Compensatian methods for the in@gratols
V.2.1 Increasing a parasitic resistance
A negative compensation resistance can be connected in
parallel to the parasitic resistance Rys (Rv or R) that must
be increased. Fig.13 shows this implementation. The

compensation resistance R* - - (n. + nr) is adjustable

from the bias current I** of the CCCII+. It is
nevertheless necessary that the total equivalent resistance

R* = R",, ll (-(n- + R")) be positive to Preserve the

integrator stability. Fig.14 shows, for various values of \,
the equivalent negative resistance as a function of the bias
current of the conveyor.
Note that this negative resistor that principally acts at low
frequencies, does not degrade the high frequency behavior
of the integrator.

Y.2.2 C-ompensation of the mirror pole
A zero located at fH must be added to compensate the pole
of the output current mirrors. This can be obtained

! 0

4 -50
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by adding a resistor rs in series with the capacitor C t111.
The value for rs is given by: Ll 2 nf 

" 
C.

V.3 Compensation metlads for the difrerentintors
V.3.1 Decreasing R*
From equations (7,8) we can see that it is necessary to
decrease R* in order to increase f". One possibility to
decrease R;, consists of replacing the CCCII by a
composite CCCII+ [12]. This configuration consists to add
a negative resistor -a Rx (with cr < 1 and positive) in series
with Rx. This leads to very low values for R* and
consequently increase considerably the differentiation
frequency range.

V.3.2 Decreasing Go
It seems to be more difficult to decrease the value of Go.
Indeed noticeable improvements consist in innovative
conveyor designs that would be able to exhibit very high
values for Ro..

R.q+

Fig.13: Adjustable negative resistance to increase the shunt
parasitic resistance.

YI. COMPENSATED IMPLEMENTATIONS

The voltage mode integrator and differentiator above with
their appropriate compensation circuits will be considered
in this section in order to fully compare their potentialities.

W. 1 Compensatcd voluge-rnode integrator
Fig.15 shows the practical implementation for the
compensated V-mode integrator. As indicated above, Ro
and the second CCCtr+ compensate the parasitic output
resistance Rz of the integrator conveyor (CCCII+ number
l). Resistor rs in series with C allows to create a zero that
push back the pole effects of the output current mirrors in
the same integrator conveyor.
Fig.16 shows the frequency response of the compensated
integrator in Fig.15, with the same conditions as above. I*,
= I*.p = 10OpA, & =50KCf, C = 3pF, rs = 240S). Note
that for simplicity, the same current value was used here to
bias the two conveyors. Tben the value of \ was chosen
for right compensation.

2N

1E0 _

l @ _

M A -

-1- R0 = lOK

-x- R0 =mK

r-R0 = 50K
lm

1 r m
c E o

60

4

20

0

100

Bi6ffient lsEp, pA

Fig.14: Value of tbe compensation resistance as a function
of Ioo-o for differents values of \.

In Fig.16 the frequency response of the uncompensated
integrator of Fig.4 has also been added to facilitate
comparision. Assuming here I 5" for phase tolerance, we
can see in this figure that the right integration frequency
domain is 3.7MtIz - 2lMllz for the uncompensated
integrator. This, that becomes 0.9MIIZ - l4OMHz for the

is varied.

W.2 Compensated Volnge-mode differentianr
Fig.l7 shows the practical implementation for the
compensated V-mode differentiator. Here, the first and the
second CCC[+ are used to artificially reduce the resistance
R* of the equivalent composite CCCII+ differentiator. Bias
currents Io, and I*, must be identical to prevent instability
ILz].
R and the third CCCII, for which output Z has been
suppressed allow to adjust the differentiator time constanr.
Fig.18 shows the frequency responses of the compensated
and uncompensated differentiators above, with I* = kz =
1 0 0 p A " C = 3 p F , R ' = 1 0 K Q .
Assuming t 5o phase tolerance, the right differentiator
frequency domain are: lzKflz 3MHz for the
uncompensated circuit, and l1Ktlz - 58MHz for the
compensated one.
The improvements that result from the compensation

T:tlog are evidenced by comparing both frequency ranges.
Table6 gives the characteristics of the uncompeniated and
the compensated differentiators above when the time
constant is varied by modifying the value of I*.
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Fig.15: Practical implementation of the oomPensatedvoltage mode integrator.
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Fig.17: Practical ir4lemcntationof thc conrpcnsated voltagc rnodc ditrerenthtor.
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Uncompensated circuit

6U

100

t20

.+J.6

43.2

42.7

+y.o

54.7

59.2

J.l.-.r.o.J

3.7-2r

4.t-22.6

C-ompensated circuit

6U

100

120

+6, I

56.2

)5

40.)

55.5

51.2

L.>-> |

0.9-140

t.l3-r83.7
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Table5: Performancc comparisons for compensated and uncompensated V-mode integntors for various values of I*.

lssr' [rA (i6' OIl h, MH.z rugtrt rnwgrauon uo[lalrt

A@=Jo, KIlz-MIlz

Uncompensated circuit

OU

100

L20

T 5 .J+

73.56

73.58

).zu

5.22

5.25

LZ.J -  J

r2. l -3.3

L2-3.8

Compensated circuit

6U

100

120

-  I  J .OZ

-73.64

-73.6

).zu

5.22

5.25

t z .5  -  J  t .5

tz.L-58

72-58.6

Table6: Performance comparisons for compensated and uncomPensated V-mode differentiators for various values ofIs.

+ + very goo4 + good, - bad, - - very bad

TableT: Performance comp?risons for comPensated integrators and differentiators

VIIL Discussion and concluding nemarks

It has been shown in this paper that conventional V-mode
and l-mode integrator and differentiator circuis
implemented from controlled conveyors can beneficially be
compensated.
These compensations considerably imProve their ftequency
range for right operation. The differentiator implementation
has beeri found a little less versatile, as the conhol of the
time constant does not directly rcsults from the use of only
one controlled conveyor. This irnplementation has

nevertheless been partially improved using a second
controlled conveyor to control fo' As also indicated, the
high valus of Cro induces serious limitations.
TableT compares the charaderistics of the various
compensated implementations for integrators and
differentiators.
This indicates for example that integrator circuits must be
preferably used wben Power consumPtion and accurate
operation at high ftequency are the most important
criterions,

lntegrators Lrfierenuators

v-mode l-mode v-mooe l-mooe

vennu[ry

Silicon area

Frequency range of oPeration

Iligh frequency operation

Power consumPtion

+ +

+ +

+ +

+

+

+ +

+
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